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SUMMER SPITFIRES – SUPPORTED PVC
Supported PVC gloves with interlock liner, for sweat absorption and comfort. 12" gauntlet style with
rough sand finish for enhanced grip. Color, hi-viz orange.  Size 10XL.
PART # DESCRIPTION

2540FWG Summer Spitfire, 12" gauntlet, hi-viz orange, 72 pair per case.

DURO TASK SUPPORTED NATURAL RUBBER GLOVES 
Rubber coating is an economical alternative to nitrile coated gloves. Unique textured finish provides a
sure grip. Gloves are coated on the fingertips and thumb crotch which minimizes wear on high stress
areas. Available in sizes 7S, 8M, 9L,10XL and 11XXL. 
PART # DESCRIPTION

NF14 Natural rubber palm coated, knitwrist, 12 dozen pair per case
CAUTION: THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS NATURAL RUBBER LATEX PROTEINS WHICH MAY CAUSE ALLERGIC REACTIONS IN SOME INDIVIDUALS.

Items highlighted in yellow denote our fastest turning items.

NITRI-KNIT SUPPORTED NITRILE GLOVES
High nitrile content offers superior resistance to cuts, snags, abrasions and punctures. Outperforms
supported natural rubber, neoprene and vinyl gloves when exposed to solvents, caustics and animal
fats. Interlock knit liner gives gloves added strength for resistance to cuts, snags, abrasions and 
punctures while adding comfort for the wearer. Unique texture finish provides excellent grip on oily,
wet or dry objects. Complies with USDA and FDA regulations, 21 CFR, for use in food processing.
Gloves will not swell, sag or weaken from fat absorption. Available in sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
PART # DESCRIPTION

NK803 100% nitrile, blue, 12" length, interlock liner, 12 dozen pair per case
NK803IN Insulated against temperature extremes, 100% nitrile, blue, 12" length, 

12 dozen pair per case
NK803ES Nitri-Knit dipped nitrile on interlock knit liner, blue, 24" total length, 

elastic sleeved attached, 6 dozen pair per case
NK803INES Insulated against temperature extremes, Nitri-Knit dipped nitrile, blue, 

24" total length, elastic sleeved attached, 6 dozen pair per case
SIZES 8, 9 AND 10 ARE FASTEST TURNING ON THE ABOVE GLOVE STYLES.

NITRI-KOTE® NITRILE FULLY COATED GLOVES 
Unique nitrile coating allows gloves to be fully coated for long wear, yet is breathable. Blended cotton/
polyester string knit shell reduces shrinkage when recycled.  Ambidextrous design can be worn on either
hand. Longer wear because of the four wearing surfaces. No need to sort after laundering. Seamless
construction provides superior comfort and lessens hand fatigue. Available in men’s (M and XL),
women’s (S) and cadet sizes (XS). 
PART # DESCRIPTION

78/1142 Fully nitrile coated, 12 dozen pair per case
SIZES WOMEN'S SMALL AND MEN'S MEDIUM ARE FASTEST TURNING ON THE ABOVE GLOVE STYLE.

WORKNIT® HD SUPPORTED NITRILE GLOVES 
Nitrile coating withstands abrasion better than most leather palm gloves, yet is flexible. Heavy-weight
cotton lining gives workers superior cushioning for tough jobs. Absorbs perspiration for greater com-
fort. Gunn cut, wing thumb style lasts longer by keeping the seams out of wearer area. Offers the
wearer greater comfort than other styles. Dry grip provides excellent non-slip grip for safer handling.
Men's sizes available in M, L and XL. 
PART # DESCRIPTION

85/3719 Slip on with black stripe back, women’s, 6 dozen pair per case
85/3729 Slip on with black stripe back, men’s, 6 dozen pair per case


